
AMEDICOM   MDA2121

21.6” DUAL-MODE 2MP11-bit

MEDICAL LCD DISPLAY 
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1.1 General
       Thank  you for  purchasing the  latest ARMSTEL AMEDICOM  model  of dual
   -mode LCD monitor, with  advantages of  high display  performance and light 
   weight etc, meanwhile with the power saving and no-radiation features. 
   The latest ARMTEL dual-mode medical LCD will bring you comfortable, safe 
   and  environmental-protection  brand-new  visual  experience,  with  guaranteed 
   DICOM adjustable medical clinic medical display functions. The AMEDICOM has
   the most advance ARMSTEL patented medical display solution (ARMSATT tech
   -nology) (patent pending),  to provide the clinic practitioners with the most conve
   -nient LCD monitor solutions.
        Your purchase and use of this product are highly appreciated!
1.2 Features 
        --- High performance intelligent frequency scanning, use active matrix 
   Thin film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT). 
        --- Micro Computer digital technology control, no radiation, no glare 
        --- Comply with VESA DPMS International Power Saving Regulation. 
        --- Support DDC 1/2B and Windows PNP Plug & Play. 
        --- Microprocessor based with OSD  (On Screen Display) control, be able to 
   adjust the image to optimum. 
        --- Built-in hoisting hole complying with International Standard(VESA), which 
      is able to hang the display on the wall.
       --- Single DICOM button push to select ARMSTEL patented ARSMATT® tec
   -hnology based DICOM compliant clinic medical display  function.
       --- Any time user  friendly DICOM  calibration  with the  ARMSTEL lux meter 
   and calibration software via dedicated USB port on the display.
       --- External Power Supply to extend the life of  ARMSTEL  dual-mode medical 
   LCD display.
       --- Pivot 90 degree turn (landscape/portrait)
       --- Swivel 180 degree
       --- Extendable back support.
       --- Build-in DICOM calibration to 11-bit grayscale (2048 grayscale luminance
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levels) accuracy to comply with the DICOM GSDF Part 14 standard
       --- 8-bit/10-bit/11-bit display grayscale bit support
1.3 Packing list 
       Please make sure the following items are included with your LCD display 
   before installation:
       --- A LCD monitor (with pedestal) 
       --- A VGA signal cable, DVI-D signal cable 
       --- A UPS cable
       --- A power cord 
       --- An AC adapter
       --- A DICOM medical display calibration lux meter
       --- Down loadable DICOM calibrator softaware (free) from ARMSTEL 
   Corporate Webside . 
       --- User's manual, qualification and warranty cards 

USB Port : connect to computer for DICOM GSDF Calibration

USB Port

IDC Port : to connect to ARMSTEL technical support tool .5 *
* NOTE: This port is only used by ARMSTEL technical support 

personnel , not for customer use .  

 IDC port
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DICOM        AUTO       MENU

       DICOM Button
       Push DICOM button to activate ARMSTEL’s patented Dicom technology for 
   medical display function. When LCD display is in DICOM mode. The LED light 
   remains flashing.
       Push Dicom again to switch back to normal LCD display function.
   The LED light turns purple 
       When DICOM mode is selected. All other OSD button functions are disabled ,
   except power button. Note the default power up mode is normal LCD display mode.
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   3.6. DICOM GSDF Part 14 calibration
       The ARMSTEL AMEDICOM medical display has the buil-in calibrated DICOM 
   GSDF  compliant  BARTEN  curve  for  medical  image  display,  with  patented 
   (pending) ARMSATT technology embedded. To adjust the display   from  shifting 
   away  from the  DICOM  characteristic display f unction,  ARMSTEL  provides  a 
   dedicated tool for user to calibrate the  display  lookup  table  whenever needed. 
   The tools include a software and a lux meter coming with the LCD display.
        ARMSTEL AMEDICOM Calibrator software  provides  a user control function 
   to calibrate the DICOM GSDF Barten curve on site to prevent the shifting. The 
   software allows user to calibrate at different levels of accuracies, i.e., using 2048, 
   1024,  512,  or 256  grayscales  (grayscale luminance levels)  to  interpolate  the 
   Barten curve.  Using 2048 grayscales takes approximately 40 minutes to restore
   the default setting, whereas  1024  takes  around  20  minutes.  512  grayscales 
   calibration takes about 10 minutes while 256 grayscales takes less than 5 minute 
   to complete the calibration.
       Calibration steps are as follows: 
       1) Install ARMSTEL AMEDICOM Calibrator software by following the prompted 
   up instructions. The software supports Window 98/XP/Vista/Win7 OS;
        2) Connect LCD display USB to the computer using the USB wire that comes 
   with the LCD display;
        3) Connect ARMSTEL lux meter to the computer;
        4) Fix the lux meter on the LCD screen by the suction cup on the lux meter.
        5) Double click to run ARMSTEL AMEDICOM Calibrator software installed 
   above;
        6) For Amedicom Calibrator software function , refer to section 4.3 for details .

   Note,  user needs to the right luminance table and the corresponding Barten 
   table generated by the software to set the LCD display in the calibration. 
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   3.7. DICOM mode setting  
       When LCD display is powered up,  by  default, the LCD working mode is set to 
   normal color LCD mode. All OSD operations are working for the color LCD display 
   setting.
       User selects DICOM working mode by pushing the DICOM button once. When 
   LCD is  set to  work in  DICOM mode,  the LED of  display  will remain purple 
   status. All the corresponding DICOM viewers grayscale image display will trigger 
   ARMSTEL's ARMSATT technology to apply DICOM GSDF Part 14 required display 
   function for the medical image presentation. The color LCD OSD functions are 
   disabled and the Gamma display curve is set to default one for color image display.
       Under the DICOM mode, the only functional button is power button, unless user 
   switch back to normal LCD display mode LED turn blue.
       User can switch to normal color monitor working mode by pushing the DICOM 
   button again under the DICOM mode. (LED indicates flashing). Once the LCD is 
   switched back to normal color LCD mode, the full OSD functions are back to work.
 

4.1. 21.6” DUAL-MODE Medical LCD display specification
21.6

21.6

DICOM
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N.W: 8KG , G.W: 10KG



  4.2 ARMSTEL lux meter specification 
       ARMSTEL lux meter is a dedicated luminance meter for  medical  LCD display 
  DICOM Part  14  calibration. The lux  meter  works with  ARMSTEL  AMEDICOM 
  Calibrator  to  measure  up  to 2048  grayscales that   ARMSATT  technology can 
  generate on a 8-bit color LCD display. Those 2048 grayscale luminance levels are 
  measured  and  transmitted  to  the  computer  via  USB  connection.  ARMSTEL 
  AMEDICOM calibrator collects the data and calibrate the BARTEN curve based 
  on the grayscale luminance values sent from the lux meter and set the LCD display 
  with the correct DICOM GSDF characteristic display function via USB connection 
  from the computer to the LCD display USB port.
       Sensor：Silicon photodiode
       Optical Wavelength coverage：350~600nm
       Measuring range：0~2000 Lux
       Accuracy：±（3% Rdg +0.5 F.S）(while the ambient temperature is 23 ±5°C）
       Resolution：0.01
       Sampling rate：1 /s
       Repeatability：±2%
       USB：USB2.0
       USB cable length：1.5M
  

   4.3 ARMSTEL AMEDICOM calibrator specification
       ARMSTEL AMEDICOM Calibrator is an ARMSTEL owned software package for 
  calibrating the DICOM GSDF Part 14 display characteristic function. The software 
  can provide user the control over the ARMSTEL AMEDICOM medical LCD display 
  calibration on site any time user needs. 
       The calibration software provides user different accuracy of calibration on site, 
  depending on interval between calibrations. 
      The following is the example demonstrating the use of ARMSTEL Amedicom  
  Calibrator software to calibrate ARMSEL Amedicom dual-functional medical LCD 
  display. 
      First of all, to go ARMSTEL’s corporate website to down load the Amedicom 
  Calibrator software by registering the customer information. After the down loading,
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Gradation Display              11-bit   (LUT)

Calibration (standard)        DICOM  Part 14

Calibration Port                  USB

Calibration tools                  ARMSTEL lux Meter ,
                                            ARMSTEL Amedicom Calibrator  

In put Grayscale 
    resolution    8-bit/10-bit

* Requires ARMSTEL Viewer Application

*

*
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install the software on our preferred local file directory, and run the software.
      After starting the software, user follows the following steps to calibrate the LCD.
     
     (1.)  Click: Calibration->Generate Grayscale Luminance->Generate Table with 
512 Luminance Levels…
     

     
     (2.)  A warning dialog pops:

         Click OK.

 

  

     (3.)  Wait about 15 minutes, when complete a dialog pops:

         Click OK to save the grayscale file.

     (4.)  Click: Calibration ->Generate Barton Calibration Table->Generate Barton 
Table with 512 Luminance level:
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     (5.)  a open file dialog pops:

         Select the grayscale file you just saved in step 3 and click OK.
     

     (6.)  A warning message box pops:

         Click OK to generate Barten Calibration Table.

 

  

     (7.)   After Barten Calibration Table is generated successfully, a message 
box pops:

         
         Click OK to save the Braten Calibration Table

     (8.)  Click Calibration->Set LCD Display Characteristic Curve.
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     (9.)  A open file dialog pops:

         Select the barten table you just saved in Step 7 and Click OK.
     
     (10.)   A message Box pops:

         Click OK to write the Barten Curve to the LCD.
     
     (11.)  Wait a few seconds. After done, a message Box pops to indicate writing 
Barten Curve to LCD is done

     (12.)  Click OK to finish calibration.

 

  

     Quick Calibration:
     (1.) Click Calibration->Quick Calibration->Calibrate with 512 Luminance levels…

         
         

     (2.)  A warning dialog pops:

         Click OK.

     (3.)  Wait about 15 minutes, every thing will be done and a message box pops

     (4.)  Click OK to finish calibration. 
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Turn the connecting screw at the bottom of the stand to separate it.

   Removing the Stand

I/O Ports Connection 

SUB   Cable 

Lex meter

USB

Contents of the Package 
*LCD Monitor 

(Reference only, the real feature is depended on selected model) 

 
 

 
Monitor  Base  

*Accessory 

 
Power Cord VGA Cable SUB   Cable 

 
 

User’s Manual  DVI Cable

Installation and Removal 
 
 
  
INSTALL                      

 
 
 

Turn the connecting screw at the bottom of the stand fully so that it is completely fixed.

Lex meter

Adaptor AMEDICOM calibrator
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